
Twice the scratch resistance of common polyurethane finishes

Lamett’s advanced Air Dried 48 lacquer is much more resistant 
to scratches, lasting up to 20 years in residential settings before 
refinishing is required, versus about 10 years for common 
lacquered wood floors. The special AD48 lacquer is air dried 

over 48 hours, so it seeps into the timber layer mimicking the beautiful look 
of a natural oiled floor. By comparison, other flooring lacquers usually have a 
‘plastic-like’ appearance giving the floor a less-natural look. AD48 is available 
in the Plantation range.

Lamett Oiled Floors – Naturally Beautiful

Lamett’s oiled finish seeps into the wood and hardens 
on the surface, providing the best possible protection for your floor and an 
incredibly beautiful, natural appearance. 

Lamett oiled wood floors come in two finish options, Natural Oil or UV Oil.

Natural oiled floors provide a warmth and refinement that cannot be matched 
by modern day polyurethane coatings. The rich patina of a natural oiled floor is 
only enhanced with time and use.

UV oiled surfaces combine the easy care advantages of a sealed surface, with 
the visual appeal of a natural oiled wood.

Lamett oiled wood floors are easy to maintain as the oil has already been 
applied during manufacturing. We recommend the famous WOCA wood clean 
and care products from Denmark to clean and protect your floor.

Valinge 5G drop-lock = fastest installation, with additional strength

The Valinge 5G drop-lock system utilises a unique separate 
plastic tongue at the end of each plank that interlocks to the 
adjoining plank, securing each plank and adding strength to the 
entire floor. No hammer and tapping block is required as the 

plank drops vertically into place. As a result Lamett engineered wood flooring 
with 5G drop-lock is incredibly strong and one of the quickest floors in the 
world to install.

Latest European Designs

Lamett specialise in incorporating the latest European 
colours, designs and trends in their products. The main 
trends that are evident out of Europe include a move 
to wider planks as the increased plank width adds a 
sense of luxury and spaciousness to any interior area. 
Accordingly Lamett planks are up to 190mm wide.

Oiled wood floors have also been a very popular trend in Europe recently 
due to their unrivalled beauty and durability, with some markets converting 
completely to natural oiled floors. Lamett provide a range of WOCA oiled floors 
that require little maintenance and are easy to clean.

Finally, there is a strong trend towards oak as the dominant species used in 
wood flooring; almost 80% of all wood floors installed in Europe are now oak, 
due to the exceptional beauty of oak wood grain. 

Lamett European Oak  
Engineered Flooring
Originally from Sweden, the Lamett brand was founded in 1985 
and is today a global trendsetter in both wood and laminate 
flooring, with sales and manufacturing operations in Belgium, 
China, Russia, USA and the UK.

Lamett is one of the fastest growing flooring brands in the world, 
now being sold in over 50 countries and 4000 stores worldwide, 
gaining a strong presence in the architect and design community.

Lamett has been embraced by consumers who appreciate the 
latest European designs and colours, high quality European oak 
sourced from sustainable forests, innovative technology and 
affordable pricing.

Lamett oak is predominantly of French origin, with small 
quantities of German oak used. The oak from these areas possess 
excellent colour consistency, a beautiful tight grain structure and 
exceptional durability.

All Lamett oak is sourced from PEFC-certified sustainable forests, 
where the number of trees that are grown exceeds the number 
that are felled. 

Finish options include the advanced Air Dried 48 lacquer, UV oil 
and natural oil. European Oak Natural. UV oil finish.
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Lamett Warranty
Lamett engineered oak flooring meets the highest quality 
standards. Properly installed and maintained Lamett 
wooden flooring will last a life-time, however it’s reassuring 
to know that a 25-year wear-layer and life-time structural 
warranty comes with every Lamett wooden floor. 

The 25-year wear-layer and life-time structural warranty 
applies to residential and light commercial use.

Suitable for under-floor heating
Lamett engineered wood flooring is suitable for use with 
underfloor heating. We recommend gluing down over water-
pipe heating. Refer to installation instructions for details.

DIY suitable
The 5G locking system ensures a very fast, easy glue-less 
installation for DIYers. Glue down or floating installation is 
possible. Refer to installation instructions for details.

lamett wide Plank floorinG enlarGeS each room

Wide plank floors are becoming very popular world-wide. This trend started in Europe and 
developed as interior designers discovered that wider planks make a room appear larger. Even 
narrow spaces such as hallways appear larger with wide plank flooring.

Wide planks emphasise the natural beauty of the wood grain and have an additional benefit of 
adding a sense of luxury to every interior space, whether contemporary or traditional. Lamett 
engineered oak wide planks are available in widths up to a generous 190mm. Lamett make only 
single plank floors and do not produce 2-strip or 3-strip wood flooring, as these narrow-look 
planks do not give the same up-market appearance of a wide single-strip plank.

Plantation 5G European Oak Coffee. AD48 lacquer.

Medoc 5G French Oak White. WOCA oil finish.

medoc 5G
oak layer: French Oak 3mm

Size: 183 x 1900 x 15mm

Bevel: Micro-bevel

Surface: Slightly brushed

Structure: Engineered

finiSh: Natural oil

Grade: BCD

eco certification: PEFC

2.086m2/ctn

G.W. 22kg

Medoc 5G is a French oak rustic parquet 
that is finished with WOCA oil: the lengthy 
drying process and patina pre-treatment 
ensure a beautiful and warm touch. Thanks 
to the factory applied oiled finish this floor 
will never require resurfacing. Available in a 
range of colours.
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Medoc 5G French Oak White. WOCA oil finish.

oSlo 
Add Scandinavian chic to your home 
with the Oslo range of budget-
friendly European Oak flooring, with 
a beautiful, durable UV oil finish. 

Oslo European Oak comes in a 
range of sophisticated Scandinavian-
inspired colours.

Available in Select grade (relatively 
knotless) or Nature grade 
(with interesting graining and 
occasional knots). 

Oslo is suitable for DIY installation.

oak layer: European Oak 3mm 

Size: 190 x 1860 x 15mm

Bevel: Micro-bevel on long sides

Surface: Slightly brushed

Structure: Engineered 3-ply

inStallation: T&G

finiSh: UV oil

Grade: AB or BC

eco certification: PEFC

2.12m2/ctn

G.W. 20kg

Oslo European Oak White Oil. UV oil finish.

lamett, exPert in oak
Oak in any interior space creates the look of a European, innovative and 
fashion-forward home. Whether your taste is rustic, traditional, or contemporary, 
Lamett’s Oak flooring offers a wide variety of styles and surface textures to 
meet your needs. Oak is a natural product that brings the outdoors inside. The 
European look that you get when installing an oak floor is sophisticated, yet 
elegant; timeless, yet trendy.

oak from certified 
SuStainaBle foreStS
It’s one thing for your floor to look good, but Lamett 
wood flooring  feels good too. All Lamett oak flooring 
is sourced from PEFC-certified sustainable forests. For 
every tree taken, another is planted.

excePtionally 
enGineered for 
new zealand 
conditionS

Lamett oak flooring available in New Zealand comes in 
an engineered plank structure (also known as semi-solid). 
This means that the plank is made up of multiple layers 
of wood, with the top ‘wear’ layer being 3mm of quality 
sustainable European oak.

Engineered wood flooring, with its multiple layers is very 
stable compared to solid wood – meaning that it expands 
and contracts a lot less with humidity fluctuations, than 
solid wood floors do. This 50% improvement in stability 
over solid wood flooring, means quality engineered wood 
flooring doesn’t show gaps between planks like solid wood 
floors can, and can be used with confidence in humid or 
dry climates, or with underfloor heating. By comparison, 
solid wood floors face an increased risk of cupping or 
warping in these conditions.

Due to the superior structural stability of engineered 
wood flooring, over 80% of all wood floors installed in 
Europe are now of engineered plank construction. Lamett 
engineered wood flooring is simply superior to solid wood 
flooring, and is tailor-made for New Zealand’s demanding 
climate conditions.

Lamett was voted the top international flooring brand at the worlds largest flooring trade fair – Domotex 2009

Colosse 5G European Oak Dutch Grey. UV oil finish.
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Plantation 5G
Plantation 5G European oak is finished with 
the advanced AD48 lacquer and is available 
in a range of colours.

Air Dried 48 finish is a high-tech 
polyurethane that seeps into the wood 
layer, achieving a more natural appearance 
similar to an oiled finish. The AD48 finish 
outlasts and outperforms other flooring 
polyurethanes.

Thanks to the 5G click system the flooring 
can easily be installed by DIY.

oak layer: European Oak 3mm

Size: 183 x 1900 x 15mm

Bevel: micro-bevel

Surface: slightly brushed

Structure: engineered

finiSh: AD48

Grade: ABC+

eco certification: PEFC

2.086m2/ctn

G.W. 22kg

Lamett is a global flooring brand, with distribution in over 50 countries. Lamett’s 
production facility is entirely vertically integrated, from imported logs to finished 
products. Lamett produce solid wood, engineered wood, laminate and luxury 
vinyl tiles (LVT).

diStriButed By:

 

Plantation 5G European Oak Nougat. AD48 lacquer

Plantation 5G European Oak Caramel. AD48 lacquer.


